
Adagio™
Best use: High end - Ballet, Modern, Jazz

Adagio™ is an excellent dance floor for all forms of dance and dance instruction, including tap, ballet and modern. Its heavy duty, slip vinyl
surface is both tough and durable enough to handle tap and other hard shoe dance styles. Yet it is also supple enough to be the ideal surface
for ballet and modern dance styles. Adagio travels well as a portable floor for touring, and since it is dimensionally stable, it is suitable for
permanent or semi-permanent installation. Sold by the linear foot up to 101' long

Width: 59" (1.5 m)
Length: 101.7' (31 m)
Thickness: 0.06 inches (1.5 mm)
Colors: Black or Grey
Weight: 2.42 lbs. per linear foot
Weight: 250 lbs. roll (113 kg)
$14.50per linear ft. x  59” wide, or  $1305.00 per roll, 59" x 101.7 feet
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Adagio Tour™

Best use: High end, all dance styles

Adagio Tour is uniquely suited to those who need a tough, lightweight floor for percussive dance styles. Tour has been specially designed to
lay flat quickly and provide a surface with terrific tap sound. The surface is also excellent for all other dance forms including ballet, modern,
Irish and jazz.

Adagio Tour weighs only 1.6 lbs. per linear foot and provides a matte, non-reflective surface that is ideal in all performance venues. Despite
the tough surface, Adagio Tour is very flexible, assuring years of carefree rolling and re-rolling.

Width: 59" (1.5 m)
Length: 101.7' (31 m)
Thickness: 0.04" (1 mm)
Colors: Black or Grey
Weight: 1.6 lbs. per linear foot
Weight: 250 lbs. roll
$12.40 per linear ft. x  59” wide, or  $1150.00 per roll, 59" x 101.7 feet

Best use: Heavy duty vinyl - Tap, Irish, Multi-purpose room

If cost is a primary concern for your studio flooring, Arabesque should be your first choice.

This remarkable dance floor requires no compromise on quality. It's a good surface for virtually all dance forms, including tap and Irish danc-
ing  as well as ballet and modern. Because it's a heavy duty homogenous vinyl, Arabesque™ is ideal for permanent installations.It is, on a
cost-per-square-foot basis, CWF Flooring's most affordable floor, so it's a good choice for such semi-permanent locations as studios in rented
quarters. CWF Flooring sells the floor both in rolls and in cut footage to exactly meet your studio size.
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Arabesque™ Dance Flooring

Arabesque is available in three attractive marbled colors: Black, Grey and Tan. The marbled finish, besides adding a note of elegance, has the
practical advantage of helping to hide scuff marks.

Width: 6 feet, 6 inches (2m)
Length: 65.6' (20m)
Thickness: .078" (2mm)
Weight: 4.75 lbs per linear foot (2.15 kg)
Weight: 309 lbs. roll ( 140 kg)
$16.80 per linear ft. x 6 ft. 6 inches wide, or $995.00 per roll, 6' 6" x 65.6 feet
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DANCE FLOOR™

Best use: Touring - Ballet, Modern, Jazz, Drill Team
This highly portable vinyl dance floor is excellent for situations where a permanent dance floor cannot be installed. Dance Floor is lightweight
(less than 2 pounds per linear foot, 255 pounds per roll) and flexible, so it can be rolled and unrolled as needed. This makes this Dance Floor
ideal for situations such as touring dance companies and theatres without a permanent dance floor. The matte non-skid finish provides the con-
trolled slip dancers required. Dance Floor is reversible with black on one side and your choice of white or grey on the other. Sold by the linear
foot up to 131.25' long.

Width: 63" (1.6 m)
Length: 131.3' (40 m)
Thickness: .05" (1.3 mm)
Colors: Black/Grey or Black/White
Weight: 1.9 lbs/linear foot
Weight: 255 lbs. roll ( 115.5 kg)
$12.00 per linear ft. x 63 inches wide, or $1437.00 per roll, 63" x 131.3 feet
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CABRIOLE™ Dance Flooring

Best use: Touring - Ballet, Modern, Jazz, Drill Team

Cabriole™ dance flooring is a major breakthrough in stage and studio flooring. With cushioning between two reversible sides, Cabri-
ole™ dance floor is a unique double-sided dance floor with black on one side and gray on the other. The matte finish helps prevent
distracting reflections. Both sides offer the same non-skid finish designed for the controlled slip preferred by dancers. Now dancers
can have cushioned comfort both in the studio and while on tour. Weighing 1.6 pounds per linear foot, Cabriole is easily handled
during transport. Sold by the linear foot up to 147' long.


Width: 59" (1.5 m)
Length: 101.71' (31 m)
Thickness: 0.04" (1 mm)
Colors: Black or Gray
Weight: 1.6 lbs. per linear foot
Weight: 237 lbs. roll ( 107.4 kg)
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Dance Flooring - "Marley" Type Surfaces

Reversible, double-sided, PC vinyl, lightweight, non-skid matte finish suitable for all forms of dance with a surface texture that's not
too fast and not too slow. Easy tape down installation.

Reversible, double-sided, PC vinyl, lightweight, non-skid matte finish suitable for all forms of dance with a surface texture that's not
too fast and not too slow. Easy tape down installation.

78.7" (2m) Wide
Length up to 60' long
Colors: Black/Gray or Black/White.

Dance Flooring Tape

Colors: Black, Gray or White
Vinyl
2 inches wide x 108 ft.

Dance Flooring Paint
2 inches wide x 108 ft.
Colors: Black or Gray
$89.90 per gallon
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SUBFLOOR with WAVELOCK™ TECHNOLOGY

.

Rosco SubFloor was developed and tested by dancers to insure the perfect combination of resilience (spring or bounce) and stability.
It is flexible enough to absorb the energy from a dancer's impact but provides the right amount of resistance for dance movements
ranging from ballet to tap, including folk, modern, flamenco and Irish dancing.

Most users will be able to install the Rosco SubFloor on their own. The 42" x 42" (3.5 ft. x 3.5 ft.) panels lock into each other with
the unique Wave Lock design. Panels weigh only 40 pounds each. Perimeter pieces, 43/8" wide, lock the entire floor together.
The perimeter of Rosco SubFloor systems can be bolted to concrete or wood floors and can also be removed and re-used in case of
a change in venue.

An integral part of the Rosco SubFloor system is the 4.5" diameter closed cell foam pads. These 1" thick
pads are affixed at specific locations on the underside of each SubFloor panel. This, combined with the
Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) construction of the panels, utilizing our patented Wave Lock technology,
yields superb resilience and dimensional stability.
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The 42" x 42" Rosco SubFloor panels lock into each other
seamlessly. Perimeter pieces lock the entire floor together.

The 4.5" foam pads are affixed in care-
fully balanced locations on the under-
side of each panel. They, combined
with the unique Wave Lock backbone,
provide unmatched resilience and sta-
bility




